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CITY SIGHT SEEING BUS TOUR
CITY & CULINARY TOUR

 CITY & RIVER VIEW TOUR
 
 

-$85USD I $17,000 GYD - PER PERSON 
-$115USD I $23,000 GYD - PER PERSON (LUNCH INC.)
-$115USD I $23,000 GYD - PER PERSON (DINNER INC.)

WANDERLUST ADVENTURES GY

OVERVIEW
CITY TOURS

This includes a grand tour of the city center by foot. Learning all about the history and visiting
various iconic and scenic views of Guyana's beautiful capital city Georgetown.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
These tours requires a minimum of 3 guests and maximum of 30 guests.
If it’s canceled because the minimum isn’t met, you’ll be offered a different 
date/experience or a full refund. For a full refund, cancel at least 72 hours in advance of 
the start date of the experience.

CITY & CULINARY TOUR
This includes an amazing tour around the city by bus learning what makes our capital city
Georgetown great, along with the taste of the culture of people by sampling Guyanese dishes
such as seven curry and black pudding from various stopping points.  

 
 

Duration: 2 Hours
 

CITY & RIVER VIEW TOUR

 
 

Duration: 3 Hours
 

This includes a fantastic tour of Georgetown learning about its history and people. Visiting
various historical and scenic views both by land and water. This tour takes you around
Georgetown then ends with a sunset boat road showing off Guyana's beautiful coastline. 

CITY WALKING TOUR

CITY SIGHT-SEEING BUS TOUR
This includes a grand tour of the city center by bus. Learning all about the history and visiting
various iconic and scenic views of Guyana's beautiful capital city Georgetown 

 
 

Duration: 4 Hours
 
 
 

Duration: 5 Hours
 

WHAT TO EXPECT

COST

Friendly Terrain
Hopping On and Off Bus
Boat Ride

 Soft AdventureAir Conditioned Vehicle
Licensed Tour Guide
Snacks 
Lunch
Bottled Water & Juice

What’s Included:
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BACK TO TOUR OPTIONS

Time: 9am-11am/Flexible

Time: 9am-12pm/Flexible

Time: 9am-1pm/Flexible

Time: 2pm-7pm



BACK TO TOUR OPTIONS



WANDERLUST ADVENTURES GY

OVERVIEW

WHAT TO EXPECT

COST

EXPLORE LINDEN TOUR

Explore the bauxite mining town of Linden that is also the second largest city after
Georgetown. Its known as the gateway to the Rupununi and many mining towns and
has the most interesting people. Visit the Blue Lake, Christainburg Waterwheel, Old Train
Station, Bauxite Mining Plant and Linden Museum (once open) and many different
attractions. Enjoy a lovely meal either at our street food vendors or 
Watooka Guests house overlooking the Demerara River.

Friendly Terrain
Short Walking

 Soft Adventure

 

Air Conditioned Vehicle
Licensed Tour Guide
Lunch
Beverage

What’s Included:

 
 

Duration: 6 Hours
 

$92 USD I $18,400 GYD I PER ADULT
$81 USD I $16,100 GYD I PER CHILD (3yrs-12yrs)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
This tour requires a minimum of 3 guests and maximum of 25 guests. (one group)
If it’s canceled because the minimum isn’t met, you’ll be offered a different 
date/experience or a full refund. For a full refund, cancel at least 72 hours in 
advance of the start date of the experience.
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BACK TO TOUR OPTIONS

Time: 9am-3pm/Flexible



BACK TO TOUR OPTIONS



WHAT TO EXPECT

Friendly Terrain
Moderate Walking
Boat Ride

 Soft Adventure

 

Transportation
Licenced Boat Captain
Licensed Tour Guide
Local Snacks
Beverage

What’s Included:

WANDERLUST ADVENTURES GY

OVERVIEW

COST

SUNSET ON THE DEMERARA RIVER TOUR
 
 

Duration: 3 Hours
 

$87 USD I $17,500 GYD I PER ADULT
$77 USD I $15,500 GYD I PER CHILD (3yrs-12yrs)

                                          

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
This tour requires a minimum of 5 guests and maximum of 25 guests.
If it’s canceled because the minimum isn’t met, you’ll be offered a different 
date/experience or a full refund. For a full refund, cancel at least 72 hours in 
advance of the start date of the experience.
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Meet us at our meeting point at Stabroek where we begin our tour then on a short tour
through Stabroek Market then hop on the boat and then sit back and relax as you cruise
down the river passing under the floating bridge during the late afternoon rush hour,
stop and marvel at birds roosting in the mangroves along the riverbanks, and take in
the ship lights as you make your way back to the boat docks. All while sipping a
refreshing glass of wine or beverage of your choice with some light snacks.

BACK TO TOUR OPTIONS

 ADD ON: 
WINE                                     - $3,600 GYD I $18 USD
6 PK LOCAL BEER              - $3,600 GYD I $18 USD 
CHEESE, NUTS, GRAPES - $3,600 GYD I $18 USD

Time: 4pm-7pm



BACK TO TOUR OPTIONS



WANDERLUST ADVENTURES GY

OVERVIEW

WHAT TO EXPECT

COST

RAINFOREST TREK

We will be taking you from our city center with comfortable transportation to trek
through Guyana's Rich Rainforest. Explore with our dedicated tour guide the home of
various wildlife. Learn about the flora and fauna through commentary tailored to your
interest and enjoy plenty of chances to ask questions. Also learn a few introductory
bush crafting skills such as safely traversing and navigating through dense forest, how
to read a compass, finding water source, how to properly use a machete and how to
build a fire. An exciting experience you will learn from and always remember.

Higher elevation
Moderately challenging terrain
2 hrs hike 

 Intermediate Adventure
Air-conditioned Vehicle
Licensed Tour Guide
Bottled Water      
Snacks

What’s Included:

 
 

Duration: 6 Hours
 

$69USD I $13,800GYD I PER PERSON

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
This tour requires a minimum of 5 guests and maximum of 25 guests.
Participants must be physically capable of walking thru steep, rocky, muddy and 
uneven surfaces without assistance.
Proper footwear is required (sneakers with durable soles).
Not wheelchair accessible.
If it’s canceled because the minimum isn’t met, you’ll be offered a different 
date/experience or a full refund. For a full refund, cancel at least 72 hours in 
advance of the start date of the experience.
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BACK TO TOUR OPTIONS

Time: 8am-2pm



BACK TO TOUR OPTIONS



WANDERLUST ADVENTURES GY

OVERVIEW

WHAT TO EXPECT

COST

EXPLORE THE RAINFOREST FOR KIDS TOUR

Enjoy this fun filled family day with your young ones. This tour is for your nature loving
kids that enjoys exploring and wants to learn all about the Guyana's Rainforest with our
Introduction of the Rainforest and ALL it is Great for, Nature Scavenger Hunt, Leaf Printing
and Crafting, Learning to Build a Fire and a family favorite Marshmallow Roasting. It’s an
ideal tour for the kids with their parents where moments are created and memories that
last a lifetime.

Friendly Terrain
Short Walking

 Soft Adventure

 

Air Conditioned Vehicle
Licensed Tour Guide
Snacks 
Bottled Water & Juice
All Craft Material.

What’s Included:

 
 

Duration: 6 Hours
 

$63 USD I $12,650 GYD I PER ADULT
$58 USD I $11,500 GYD I PER CHILD (3yrs-12yrs)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
This tour requires a minimum of 10 guests and maximum of 25 guests.
Lunch is not included so guests are asked to walk with their lunches.
Tour is designed specially for kids, however, parents or guardians presence is 
mandatory.
If it’s canceled because the minimum isn’t met, you’ll be offered a different 
date/experience or a full refund. For a full refund, cancel at least 72 hours in 
advance of the start date of the experience.
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BACK TO TOUR OPTIONS

Time: 10am-4pm



BACK TO TOUR OPTIONS



Experience the true wonders of nature and history with this bestselling one-day tour on
the Essequibo River which is the largest River in Guyana. Explore the Dutch ruins of Fort
Island and Fort Kyk-Over-Al, the bustling mining town of Bartica, enjoy a delicious lunch
and immerse in nature at Sloth Island OR enjoy the modern amenities and pool at
Aruwai Resort and take a refreshing swim at Baracara Falls before unwinding on a
serene and beautiful sunset ride back home. An experience that and leave you with a
days’ worth of unforgettable memories that will last a lifetime. 
A tour fit for the entire family. 

WANDERLUST ADVENTURES GY

OVERVIEW

WHAT TO EXPECT

COST

5 ISLAND & TOWN HOPPING TOUR

Friendly Terrain
Stream Crossing 
Waterfall Experience
Hopping On and Off Boat Experience

 Intermediate Adventure

 

Air Conditioned Vehicle
Licensed Tour Guide
Licence Boat Captain
Snacks & Lunch
Bottled Water & Juice
Landing Fees

What’s Included:

 
 

Duration: 12 Hours
 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
This tour requires a minimum of 12 guests and maximum of 25 guests.
Guests are asked to be extremely careful of slippery services at the waterfall and 
getting on and off the boat.
Not wheelchair accessible.
If it’s canceled because the minimum isn’t met, you’ll be offered a different 
date/experience or a full refund. For a full refund, cancel at least 72 hours in 
advance of the start date of the experience.

$110 USD I $22,000 GYD I PER ADULT
$100 USD I $20,000 GYD I PER CHILD (3yrs-12yrs)

$125 USD I $28,750 GYD I PER ADULT
$132 USD I $26,450 GYD I PER CHILD (3yrs-12yrs)

5 ISLAND & TOWN HOPPING WITH
 LUNCH AT SLOTH ISLAND

5 ISLAND & TOWN HOPPING WITH
 LUNCH AT ARUWAI RESORT
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BACK TO TOUR OPTIONS

Time: 7am-7pm



BACK TO TOUR OPTIONS



Experience the legend of Kai. This tour takes you on a flight across Guyana to visit
Guyana’s famous majestic waterfall with a short hike to see various vantage points that
would leave an every-lasting experience and leave you in total awe. Don't forget to look
for the rare Golden Frog. 
 

WANDERLUST ADVENTURES GY

OVERVIEW

WHAT TO EXPECT

COST

KAIETEUR FALLS ONLY TOUR

Moderate walking
Rocky terrain
Waterfall experience
Aircraft transport

Intermediate Adventure
Airline Transport
Licensed Tour Guide
Bottled Water & Juice
Light Snacks
Landing and Facility Fees
Lunch (Only Applicable To Kaieteur  & Orinduik Falls Tour)

What’s Included: 

 
 

Duration: 4 Hours
 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
This tour requires a minimum of 12 guests. 
Guests are asked to walk with covered sneakers.
Not wheelchair accessible.
If it’s canceled because the minimum isn’t met, you’ll be offered a different 
date/experience or a full refund. For a full refund, cancel at least 72 hours in 
advance of the start date of the experience.

$275 USD I $55,000 GYD I PER SEAT

$365 USD I $73,000 GYD I PER SEAT

KAIETEUR FALLS TOUR ONLY

KAIETEUR & ORINDUIK FALLS TOUR 
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After enjoying a breath-taking visit to the Majestic Kaieteur Falls, We hop back on the 
aircraft to experience the electric and fascinating Orinduik Falls where you can take a 

dip in and feel the flow of the falls.

KAIETEUR AND ORINDUIK FALLS TOUR

 
 

Duration: 6 Hours
 

BACK TO TOUR OPTIONS

Time: 1pm-5pm

Time: 10am-5pm



BACK TO TOUR OPTIONS



WHAT TO EXPECT

Friendly Terrain
Short Walking

 Soft Adventure

 

Air-Conditioned Vehicle
Licensed Tour Guide
Lunch
Snacks
Beverage

What’s Included:

WANDERLUST ADVENTURES GY

OVERVIEW

COST

FARM TO TABLE EXPERIENCE
 
 

Duration: 6 Hours
 

$86 USD I $17,250 GYD I PER ADULT
$75 USD I $14,950 GYD I PER CHILD (3yrs-12yrs)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
This tour requires a minimum of 5 guests and maximum of 25 guests.
If it’s canceled because the minimum isn’t met, you’ll be offered a different 
date/experience or a full refund. For a full refund, cancel at least 72 hours in 
advance of the start date of the experience.
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Go behind the scenes of a working farm. You’ll learn how tropical fruits grow, how
they’re harvested and planted, and most importantly, how they taste. 
Enjoy a fully guided farm tour. Refresh yourself in the hot weather with fresh fruits, make
your own tea, enjoy views of the farm lands and a tasty picnic set up for your farm to
table experience with produce from the farm and enjoy some fun lawn games. 
Perfect for family and friends. 

BACK TO TOUR OPTIONS

Time: 9am-3pm



BACK TO TOUR OPTIONS



WHAT TO EXPECT

Friendly Terrain
Short Walking

 Soft Adventure
Air-Conditioned Vehicle
Licensed Tour Guide
Lunch
Snacks 
Wine (Alcoholic & Non-Alcoholic
All paint material

What’s Included:

WANDERLUST ADVENTURES GY

OVERVIEW

COST

RAINFOREST ESCAPE~NATURE IS MY HAPPY PLACE  
 

Duration: 6 Hours
 

$115 USD I $23,000 GYD I PER ADULT
$104 USD I $20,700 GYD I PER CHILD (5yrs-12yrs)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
This tour requires a minimum of 5 guests and maximum of 15 guests.
Guests are asked to dress comfortably with light or loose clothing and walk with 
their yoga mat, if not one will be provided for them.
Guests are asked to wear slippers for easy slip on and off for their Nature 
Experience.
If it’s canceled because the minimum isn’t met, you’ll be offered a different 
date/experience or a full refund. For a full refund, cancel at least 72 hours in 
advance of the start date of the experience.
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Without a task or goal, we dive into the atmosphere of the forest. With the help of
guided mindfulness exercises, we open our senses: What does the forest smell like?
How many colors can you discover? What does nature sound like? How does the bark
of a tree feel? All this leads to a special nature experience, and you can switch off
wonderfully and simply send the stress away. After opening your mind to the serenity
of the forest, we end the day with encouraging our guests to express their creative
mind with our sip and painting exercise at our Armadillo Farm location, which is
located in the middle of the forest and has an amazing ZEN atmosphere. 

BACK TO TOUR OPTIONS

Time: 9am-3pm



BACK TO TOUR OPTIONS



WHAT TO EXPECT

Friendly Terrain
Short Walking
Hopping on and off bus

 Soft Adventure
Air-Conditioned Vehicle
Licensed Tour Guide
Welcome Drink
Discounted Drinks
Food Platter
Party Games
Photo Props

What’s Included:

WANDERLUST ADVENTURES GY

OVERVIEW

COST

GT BAR CRAWL  
 

Duration: 4 Hours
 

$58USD I $11,500 GYD I PER PERSON

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
This tour requires a minimum of 2 guests and maximum of 25 guests.
This tour is on catered for adults guests 18 yrs and over and ID are to be shown at 
booking. 
Guests are asked to submit an emergency contact at booking.
If it’s canceled because the minimum isn’t met, you’ll be offered a different 
date/experience or a full refund. For a full refund, cancel at least 72 hours in 
advance of the start date of the experience.
Additional cost for drop off locations outside of Georgetown. (Ogle-Houston)
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It can be intimidating discovering a new city’s nightlife as a traveler, particularly if
you’re exploring solo. Make new friends and discover interesting bars, cocktail
lounges, and characterful bars on this fun tour, with a guide to capture the highlights.
Enjoy a welcome drink, exclusive discounted drinks deals, discover Georgetown at
night and learn a bit its history and some of the most long-standing bars and
popular spots safely with a guide and a group.  

BACK TO TOUR OPTIONS

Start: 7pm



BACK TO TOUR OPTIONS


